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Docker images are built from layers

Docker
Docker is a software-based environment and resource isolation technology

A container is an instance of an image, which starts as a single
process in the environment packaged in the image

Processes run natively (but isolated) on minimally configured hosts
Docker images are archived, executable file system snapshots
Images are portable, self-contained, reproducible software environments.
Includes full dependencies (OS, libraries, user code)

ATLAS software in containers: two main workflows
Images for detector simulation

Images for reconstruction (data/MC)

Conditions, geometry
and trigger DB
(DBRelease-100.0.2)

Conditions*, geometry
and trigger DB
(DBRelease-current)

Database release packaged for MC
simulations, it contains:
COOL SQLite database files for detector conditions and
geometry.
SQLite Trigger database with trigger menu configuration
POOL files referenced in the conditions database

Calibration files
Full ATLAS software
release (21.0.15/50)

COOL SQLite database file for conditions database*.
Minimal database containing the payload necessary for
processing data or MC within specified run ranges (see
below)

Several versions are available as DBRelease packages

Dockerfile: automatic image building
The different layers of this “pipeline” can be built
automatically by the use of a Dockerfile, which is basically a
set of instructions to be executed serially in command-line
fashion

LCG/SLC6 extras
GCC_6.2binutils, Cmake

POOL files referenced in the conditions database

Calibration files

BaseOS
(SLC6)

The DBRelease for simulation is installed via Pacman in the
Dockerfile
The DBRelease for reconstruction is also installed via Pacman,
but the conditions SQLite file* is a custom-made file made
from the job options (COOL folders, run number, lumi-block,
channel, etc.)

SQLite Trigger database with trigger menu configuration.
The trigger database file for data reconstruction is under
construction
SQLite database file for detector geometry

The base image is centrally maintained in an ATLAS registry
and pulled during the building process
The ATLAS release is built via yum from RPMs (single
command in the Dockerfile!). This ensures that the software
content of the images, and of its dependencies, is well
known and automatically managed

Database release for data/MC
reconstruction, it contains:

Available in CVMFS under GroupData are copied to the
image depending on the workload:
egammaMVACalib, ElectronPhotonSelectorTools
JetCalibTools MuonSelectorTools, TauDiscriminant
ElectronPhotonFourMomentumCorrection
IsolationCorrections, MuonMomentumCorrections
TauAnalysisTools, tauRecTools

*Conditions database for reconstruction: from Oracle COOL database
to SQLite

From the job’s metadata (reconstruction flags, JOs) we get a “folder dump” of the COOL folders needed to
process data or MC
Folder dump from JO’s -> list of COOL folders: --folder /GLOBAL/BField/Maps --folder /TRT/Align...
We build the SQLite conditions database using these folders, a global tag and the run number from the
central Oracle database
AtlCoolCopy <sourcedb> <desttb> -create -tag, -runsince, -rununtil, -run, -runlumisince, -runlumiuntil, timesince, -timeuntil
This creates a new lighter conditions database, which can replace the original in DBRelease. The POOL files
referenced in this database are copied to the image from CVMFS if missing in DBRelease
GOAL: our targets for these images are opportunistic resources with limited network connectivity, such
as HPCs. This database-on-demand approach would keep images slim, portable and capable of supporting
various workflows in a standalone fashion

